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150 years of great cartooning under one cover!

The third volume of the popular "Arf" series, Arf Forum, runs the gamut from Krazy Kat's kartoonist George
Herriman to heartbreak rocker Elvis Presley, Spider-Man's Stan Lee to New Yorker cartoonist Otto Soglow,
Little Nemo's Winsor McCay to silent-film star Charlie Chaplin, Nancy's Ernie Bushmiller to Surrealist Max
Ernst.

The sexy pin-up cover on Arf Forum highlights a feature on historical images of people reading comics, from
a young Elvis reading Betty and Veronica on his first tour to a boxer-clad Rock Hudson reading the Sunday
Funnies. Also ratcheting up the titillation factor is a spread on the sexy cartoons of the Italian artist
"Kremos."

The Arf books have a special fondness for cartoonists doing wacky and surrealistic comics: Bill Holman's
Smokey Stover comic strip is the hallmark of Dada meets Dagwood and this Arf features a generous sample
including unpublished rarities. Also in this volume, macabre cartoonist Henry Heath goes devilish in the
ongoing "Cartoonists Go To Hell" series.

A bona fide super-hero swoops into the pages of Arf when "Captain Marvel Fights The Surrealist Imp" in a
classic tale from the Golden Age of Comics; meanwhile, real-life superhero Stan Lee introduces a section
devoted to, in Lee's own words, Yoe's own "wacky, weird, wild comics that become Art with a capital 'A'!"

And finally, "Yabba Dabba Been Done" examines the caveman and dinosaur cartoons of masters T.S.
Sullivant, Winsor McCay and Frederick Opper—all pre-Fred and Wilma Flintstone!
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From reader reviews:

Michael Gibson:

In this 21st one hundred year, people become competitive in every single way. By being competitive at this
point, people have do something to make all of them survives, being in the middle of the crowded place and
notice through surrounding. One thing that occasionally many people have underestimated that for a while is
reading. That's why, by reading a book your ability to survive raise then having chance to endure than other
is high. In your case who want to start reading a new book, we give you that Arf Forum book as beginning
and daily reading e-book. Why, because this book is usually more than just a book.

Sharron Marty:

This book untitled Arf Forum to be one of several books that will best seller in this year, that's because when
you read this e-book you can get a lot of benefit onto it. You will easily to buy this book in the book shop or
you can order it by means of online. The publisher with this book sells the e-book too. It makes you more
readily to read this book, as you can read this book in your Touch screen phone. So there is no reason to you
personally to past this e-book from your list.

Larry Brackett:

Reading a publication can be one of a lot of task that everyone in the world loves. Do you like reading book
so. There are a lot of reasons why people like it. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new details.
When you read a reserve you will get new information simply because book is one of a number of ways to
share the information or maybe their idea. Second, looking at a book will make you more imaginative. When
you examining a book especially fiction book the author will bring you to definitely imagine the story how
the personas do it anything. Third, you are able to share your knowledge to others. When you read this Arf
Forum, you are able to tells your family, friends and soon about yours publication. Your knowledge can
inspire average, make them reading a guide.

James Murray:

As a university student exactly feel bored in order to reading. If their teacher inquired them to go to the
library or even make summary for some reserve, they are complained. Just minor students that has reading's
heart or real their hobby. They just do what the professor want, like asked to the library. They go to generally
there but nothing reading very seriously. Any students feel that studying is not important, boring in addition
to can't see colorful photographs on there. Yeah, it is being complicated. Book is very important in your case.
As we know that on this age, many ways to get whatever we really wish for. Likewise word says, ways to
reach Chinese's country. Therefore this Arf Forum can make you really feel more interested to read.
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